
HOW TO WRITE AN ENTRY LEVEL LAW ENFORCEMENT RESUME

May 12, This page contains the best resume example for an Entry Level Police Officer position with no experience in
hand.

If hired, where do you see yourself in the years to come? Why are you interested in working with us as
opposed to other agencies? Keep your format bullet-based, and trim your experience down to one page. Here
are a few sample police officer resume objectives: 1. How do you highlight soft skills on a law enforcement
resume? What format should your law enforcement resume be in? Obtain a police officer position with ABC
Police Department in order to better the community using social perceptiveness and critical thinking skills
along with knowledge of human behavior and 5 year previous experience. An employee who works at the
facility at present could be the best resource of anything and everything you might need and want to know. For
law enforcement, often a classic format works best. Know the Establishment You Will be Working for Well
You need to do a thorough research on your potential employers and the workplace in which you might be
spending your time in the future. Let them know you have what it takes to serve and protect by putting your
most important skills front and center. What procedures or protocols are followed when addressing officer
concerns? In general, moving beyond the ranks of patrol officer is all about displaying qualities of leadership;
experience comes with time and skills are learned as you go, but not everyone has the character traits that
make a great leader. If you are aware of specific problems within the community where you are applying, you
can write a few words about how your soft skills address those needs. Your header is easy; just list your legal
name, your address, your phone number, and your email address. To start, try searching for such a person on
LinkedIn, Google, or any other online social and professional network you can think of. Law enforcement
resumes tend to be straightforward and no-nonsense, such as our law enforcement resume sample. Instead,
begin your resume for a police officer position with a Summary that parallels the title in the job description as
closely as possible and highlights skills from the description that align most closely with your experience.
References If letters of reference are required with your application, provide them separately. Access a wide
variety of resume templates and resume examples to work from, or put our resume builder to use, and get
step-by-step assistance in constructing a top-notch resume in no time at all. With community outreach and
involvement programs? You may not think soft skills are that critical to a law enforcement resume, but one of
the most important parts of working in law enforcement is dealing with the public. Instead, separate different
aspects of your experience into bullet lists and be as concise as possible. How open is the department to
improvements and new vision? Emanate an Aura of Absolute Professionalism Treat the interview like the
business meeting it is. Because of the high responsibility of being a police officer, it is important to have a
clear, concise and confident resume objective. The good news is turnover among law enforcement officers is
low for a reason. For that you need an equally straightforward format that dispenses with excess styling to
make effective use of white space and minimal use of fancy or obscure fonts. Make the Best Possible Police
Officer resume Your resume or curriculum vitae should speak volumes of how qualified you are for the
position you want. Sample Police Officer Resume Objectives Now that you are ready to craft your own
resume objectives, here are a few final tips. Your choice of action verbs will depend on the activities or
achievements that you choose to highlight. Never lie on a resume for a police officer, as integrity is an
essential quality for the role and lying on your resume will very likely disqualify you from consideration. You
may not think education is important in a law enforcement resume, but law enforcement actually requires
intensive training and education in anything from criminology to witness interviewing techniques. Build and
Maintain a Solid Online Reputation If you are fond of uploading seemingly controversial pictures of yourself
on your social media accounts and making them accessible to the general public, it is time to adjust your
privacy settings or totally avoiding posting such pictures. Because each state and municipality has its own
criteria for selecting officers, once your newly revised resume for a police officer position helps you pass the
first hurdle, you can expect to face more challenges in the near future, including written and physical fitness
exams, medical and psychological testing, polygraphs and background checks. What the Police Officer
Resume Objective Should Tell Prospective Employers Because of the intensity that may come with a police
officer position it is important for your objective to show prospective employers that you can handle extreme
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situations such as car crashes, robberies, homicides, search and rescue and other police activities. What
experience do you have with special investigation units? Underneath each job position listed in your
professional experience, you want to list a few key activities and achievements that are notable to the reader
and give them an idea of your experience on the frontlines. Cover Letter Always include a Cover Letter, even
when it is not asked for, and tailor it to reflect any keywords used in each job ad that honestly reflect your
background. Do not waste the opportunity to maintain an online reputation that recruiters will find fitting for
the right job candidate. List your schools in tandem with the degree or certification you attained, as
demonstrated in our law enforcement resume sample. How do you list schools in a law enforcement resume?


